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Zum Schwejk 
Schäfergasse 20, Frankfurt, Germany 

 

Nearest station: Straßenbahn station of 

Schwalbacher Straße 

Bars 

Zum Schwejk is a Frankfurt gay institution. 

In business for 25+ years, his gay bar offers 

a friendly atmosphere and quirky décor 

and attracts guys of all ages. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Bar Central 
Elefantengasse 11-13, Frankfurt, Germany 

 

 

Bars 

Gay-friendly lounge bar in the centre of 

Frankfurt, close to Switchboard and other 

gay bars. 

The cool setting makes it a popular 

hangout for the mixed crowd. Central Bar 

also hosts occasional themed nights. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Lucky's 
Große Friedberger Straße 26, Frankfurt, 

Germany 

 

 

Bars 

Popular gay bar in Frankfurt that 

welcomes everyone. At Lucky's. you can 

unwind outside with a coffee or 

something stronger, with prices no more 

than €10 (cash only). 

The bar hosts karaoke on Tuesday nights, 

from 9pm. 

 

Features:BarKaraokeMusic 

 

Switchboard 
Alte Gasse 36, Frankfurt, Germany 

 

 

Bars 

Gay café bar and HIV/AIDS support centre, 

offering advice for Frankfurt's LGBT 

community. Customers can relax with a 

drink, use the internet or talk to an 

advisor. 

Cake and coffee evenings on a Sunday are 

popular with the locals. Switchboard also 

holds various talks and events throughout 

the year. 

 

Features:BarCafeInternet AccessMusic 

 

Tangerine 
Elefantengasse 11, Frankfurt, Germany 

 

 

Bars 

Cosy, atmospheric bar located in 

Frankfurt's gay village. Open 7 days a 

week from 4pm/6pm. 

The Tnagerine serves a range of beer, 

wine, sparkling wine, whiskey and 

showcases an impressive collection of 

autographs on the walls. 
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Regular drag shows and special events. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Lemon Cafe & Bar 
Mainzer Land Straße 304, Frankfurt, 

Germany 

 

 

Bars 

The place to be in Frankfurt for a fresh 

coffee or a drink. Lemon Cafe & Bar has a 

relaxed atmosphere, with outdoor terrace 

and international music playing in the 

background. Smoking is allowed inside. 

LGBTI-friendly - no homophobia or 

transphobia here. One of their baristas is a 

gender-queer migrant / activist. Located 

near the Straßenbahn Station in the 

Galluswarte area. Discounts for students. 

 

Features:BarCafeFree WiFiMusic 

 

PINK 
Alte G. 34, Frankfurt, Germany 

 

 

Bars 

PINK is a new gay bar in the heart of 

Frankfurt City.  

Cool and neon-lit pink interior. Trendy and 

fairly young crowd. 

 

Features:BarCocktailsDJsMusic 

 

Club78 @ Velvet Club 
Weissfrauenstrasse 12-16, Frankfurt, 

Germany 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Nightclub on two floors with resident DJ 

spinning 70's, 80's and 90's music. Club78 

is the place to go for the mixed party 

crowd in Frankfurt. 

Occasional themed parties attract more 

LGBTQ+ people to Velvet Club - this is not 

an exclusively LGBTQ+ club. Visit their 

website for details of upcoming events. 

Closed in the summer. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

Delicious @ Gibson 
Seilerstraße 34, Frankfurt, Germany 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Held only a few times a year, the Delicious 

party for gays and friends is well worth 

going to if you want to meet the trendiest 

crowd in Frankfurt. 

Each party features a unique theme with 

spectacular shows and full-on 

productions. Check the website for details 

of the next event. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

Atomic von Herzen @ 

Nachtleben 
Kurt-Schumacher-Straße 45, Frankfurt, 

Germany 
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Dance Clubs 

Every 2nd Friday of the month at 

Nachtleben club, ATOMIC hosts an 

'indie/pop night for queers and folks'. 

Popular with the young crowd. Admission 

5€. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

FREUD Club 
Holzgraben 9, Frankfurt, Germany 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

FREUD Club is a raw, industrial nightclub & 

creative arts space also serving cocktails, 

electronic & techno music. 

 

Features:21+BarDance ClubMusic 

 

Comeback Bar 
Alte Gasse 33-35, Frankfurt, Germany 

 

 

Cruise Clubs 

Local gay cruise bar & lounge in Frankfurt 

city centre. Small surroundings make for a 

fun atmosphere. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

Grande Opera 
Christian-Pleß Straße 11-13, Offenbach, 

Frankfurt, Germany 

 

 

Cruise Clubs 

Located in Offenbach (a city next to 

Frankfurt), Grande Opera is the "home of 

Fetish & BDSM people" that welcomes 

everyone. 

With over 15,000 website members, the 

Grande Opera promises to thrill and excite 

you with special performances and 

parties. Have fun in the play house and 

experiment with the many toys and 

activities. 

 

 

Features:Adults-onlyBarCruise / 

FetishDancingJacuzzi / Hot PoolMusic 

 

Saunawerk 
Eschersheimer Landstr 88, Frankfurt, 

Germany 

 

 

Saunas 

Popular gay Saunawerk has all the 

facilities - Finnish sauna, steam room, 

maze, Hammam, whirlpool, waterfall, 

smoking area, TV lounge, bar, etc.Massage 

service, free internet available. Foam 

party on Fridays and special themed 

nights. Open nonstop on the weekend. 

Discounts for students. 

 

Features:BarFree Wi-FiInternet 

AccessJacuzzi / Hot 

PoolMassageMazeRelaxing 

CabinsSaunaSteam room 

 

Clubsauna Amsterdam 
Waidmannstraße 31, Frankfurt, Germany 
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Saunas 

Clubsauna Amsterdam is the longest-

running gay sauna in Frankfurt (since 

1969). Facilities include dry sauna, steam 

room, whirlpool, sun terrace, private 

cabins. 

There is an onsite restaurant & bar, and 

massage service available. Prices from 11-

15€. Closed on Mondays. 

 

Features:Adults-onlyBarJacuzzi / Hot 

PoolMassageRelaxing 

CabinsRestaurantSaunaSun terrace 

 

Men's Care Frankfurt 
Frankfurt, Germany 

 

 

Massage 

A men's wellness center offering a 

massage as well as a range of other 

treatments and cosmetic experiences.  

Call-out service also available 

 

RUFF Men's Lifestyle + 

Fetish Store 
Brückenstraße 36, Frankfurt, Germany 

 

Nearest station: Elisabethenstraße 

Shops 

New gay fetish store in Frankfurt, similar 

to Mister B Amsterdam and BOXER 

Barcelona. RUFF sells assorted high quality 

leather, rubber, neoprene, sportswear and 

adult toys. 

Professional consultation, measure and 

repair service available. 

 

Features:Free Wi-FiShop 
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